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Aiding and Abetting Sandwich Trades, Front Running and MEV is anti-ESG

New York, New York (ots) -

--News Direct--

With ESG in the forefront, where is the social responsibility in networks that not only pollute our environment, but also aid and
abet the ongoing theft that’ssoon to surpass a billion dollars? Maybe it is not yet fully understood by the masses, but front
running / MEV is quite literally organized theft, and it is running rampant on almost every blockchain network. Crypto enthusiasts
need to understand that trader / miner bots are predatorily stealing money from DeFi and NFT traders daily. This theft is no
different than your personal stockbroker using the knowledge of your pending trades only to further themselves and at your
expense. These practices are not only unethical, but they are also illegal in any other modern day exchange environment. So why
the blind eye and why the free pass? The same goes with the glutinous energy consumption. Why would any responsible entity or
individual continue to support these super low standards? There is a massive lack of social responsibility. Especially considering
that these networks are all easily replaceable by far superior technologies. Metaphorically, why does the world continue to
nurture the coal fired engine and bank robbers when socially responsible zero-point energy exists? These are some of the
questions that the Telos team is working through and effectively delivering on with its ESG compliant tEVM. The world’s fastest
carbon neutral EVM!

Telos Blockchain continues to work on solidifying its path in becoming the benchmark standard for credible neutrality and ESG
compliance in crypto. For those new to ESG, the acronym stands for Environmental, Social and Governance. It’s a criterion which is
popular in the world of business and investing. It defines three broad categories of interest for what is termed socially responsible
for investors.

“E” - As part of this ESG commitment, Telos recently became the first and only carbon neutral ( Net Zero) EVM. This newest
accomplishment makes the Telos EVM the most environmentally (the “E” in ESG) conscious Ethereum Virtual Machine.

“S” - Telos’ socially (the “S” in ESG) responsible Ethereum Virtual Machine is the only EVM that puts an end to the front running
theft that is unethically targeting hundreds of millions of DeFi traders.

“G” - DeFi on Telos is 100% free of Sandwich trades, Front Running and MEV (miner extracted value) because of its fair
governance (the “G” in ESG). Telos insulates all trades with a first in first out governed protocol. Therefore, there is never any
reordering of the mempool, making it impossible to game the system.

From a socially diversified work team gracefully working together from all corners of the globe to decarbonization and biochar to
the fairest smart contract powered governance system, Telos as a Layer 1 is pushing the ESG envelope to new standards in
crypto.

The tEVM’s ecosystem is closing on 6 months of strategic growth since its launch. On the DeFi side, it has already launched
multiple Dex/AMMs, Price Oracles, Farming dApps, multi-Chain bridges, Lending dApps and everything else that a vibrant DeFi
ecosystem requires to level up its TVL and end user occupancy. Telos’ TVL is currently where the top marketcap chains were not
too long ago, but with far superior governance, no front running,credible neutrality, true decentralization, and an ESG compliant
EVM that is several multiples faster. In utopian fashion, Telos’ ecosystem is now ready to scale its occupants and its TVL
simultaneously.

https://explore.flashbots.net
https://youtu.be/uFSg6sMULXQ
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/telos-decentralization-rivals-bitcoin-ethereum-140700825.html
https://www.nasdaq.com/press-release/telos-neutralizes-its-past-and-present-carbon-footprint-net-zero-2022-04-22
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/telos-decentralization-rivals-bitcoin-ethereum-140700825.html


About Telos

Live since 2018, Telos Blockchain (ticker: TLOS) is a third-generation smart contract platform that offers compatibility with
Solidity, Vyper and Native C++ smart contracts. Telos provides full EVM/Solidity support with fixed low-cost gas fees and no
front running. Uniquely, Telos also offers a path to fee-less transactions via its robust native C++ smart contract support. Even
while operating as a Net Zero Blockchain, the chain still sustainably support hundreds of millions of transactions per day,
produces blocks in 0.5 second intervals (on a first-in-first-out basis, eliminating front running on the network) and securely
validates transactions via a credibly neutral and globally decentralized block producer network. The Telos Blockchain has the
throughput needed to facilitate and scale the thriving Metaverse / Web 3.0 better than any other blockchain. Its performance is
unrivaled in the industry and was purpose-built to offer speed, scalability, cost-effectiveness, credible decentralization, and end-
user fairness. Telos, harnesses its power by utilizing tight C++ on the frontend and a custom WASM runtime environment on the
backend.

About The Foundation

The Telos Foundation is a Decentralized Autonomous Organization established as a promotional and funding body to advance the
Telos Blockchain Network and provide support to network applications.

Contact Details

The Team

hello@telosfoundation.io

Company Website

https://www.telos.net/
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